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1. INTRODUCTION 
Pontryagin first worked out the structure and duality theory for locally 
compact abelian groups in the 1930’s. This theory has since played an 
important role in the modern adelic approach to number theory. Of particular 
importance to number theory are certain locally compact abelian groups 
with lattice. 
The purpose of this paper is twofold. The first is to generalize Pontryagin’s 
theory to a theory of locally compact modules over appropriate rings. The 
second is to characterize in general those locally compact modules which 
contain a lattice and to characterize in particular the adele rings. 
The following.notations are used throughout this paper. 
.% is an arbitrary commutative ring unless explicitly stated otherwise. $2 is 
always assumed to have the discrete topology. 
2 is either the ring Z of rational integers or the ring F[t] of polynomials in 
the indeterminate t, over the finite constant field F. Q is the field of fractions 
of Zi?‘. K is a finite separable algebraic extension of Q. Finally, 0 is the integral 
closure of 2’ in k. A field, Fz, formed in this way is called a global field, and 0 
is called a ring of integers of K. (We note that 57, Q, and 0 are uniquely 
determined by K in the case of characteristic 0 but not in the case of charac- 
teristic p > 0.) 
It is well known that a ring of integers of a global field is a Dedekind 
domain. We will frequently make use of this fact. 
We generalize the usual definition of “9-module” to 
DEFINITION. We say that M is a locally compact module over W or more 
simply that M is an W-module to mean that: (i) M is a locally compact abelian 
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group; (ii) M is a module over 9Y in the usual sense (and unitary if3’ has an 
identity); and (iii) scalar multiplication is continuous. 
Two observations: In the case that M is discrete, our definition of “Z?- 
module” reduces to the usual one; secondly, any locally compact abelian 
group is a 9”-module in the obvious way. 
A more explicit description of the contents of this paper is as follows. 
In Section 2 Pontryagin’s duality theory is generalized to the category of 
9%modules where 9 is any commutative ring. Structure-theory results 
require more restrictions on the ring. In Section 3 the structure theory of 
locally compact abelian groups is generalized to modules over the ring, 0, 
of integers of a global field. In Section 4 we characterize those G-modules 
which contain a lattice (i.e., a discrete submodule with compact quotient). In 
Section 3 we use the theory of G-modules to obtain several characterizations 
of the adele rings. Some of these characterizations are entirely new and some 
are improvements of known results. Section 6 is devoted to an application 
and some examples. In Section 7, we investigate the duality theory further, 
showing that the duality functor of Section 2 is representable and showing 
that for a Dedekind domain, g, the invertible representable functors in the 
category of 95modules are in two to one (one covariant and one contravariant) 
correspondence with the ideal classes of 9. Finally, in Section 8, we make 
some remarks about local linear c0mpactness.l 
2. DUALITY THEORY 
Let M and N be 9%modules. We say that a function from M to N is a 
homomorphism (or a map) if it is continuous and W-linear. We write f : M + N 
to mean that f is a homomorphism from ,%! to N. Note that not every homo- 
morphism is an open map. 
By the category of S%rzodules we mean the category whose objects are 
9-modules and whose morphisms are homomorphisms. A sequence, 
0 + Ai + Bf + C -+ 0 in this category is called exact to mean that it is 
exact in the usual sense (i.e., i is injective, f is surjective, and Im i = ker f) 
and that i and f are both open homomorphisms. This definition of “exactness” 
is equivalent to the universal mapping definition applied to the category of 
g-modules. 
Let T be the multiplicative group of complex numbers of absolute value 
one. Let M be any Z-module(i.e., a locally compact abelian group). A character 
1 The idea of trying to characterize the adele rings by studying the structure of 
locally compact abelian groups with lattice was suggested to me by my thesis advisor, 
Professor J. I. Igusa. It was my own idea to introduce the notion of locally compact 
modules in order to carry this out. 
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of M is a homomorphism from M to T. Let M* denote the set of all charac- 
ters of M. For any x and x’ in M* let x + x’ be the character of M defined by 
(x -t x’) (4 = x(x) + x’(x) f or all x in M. Put the compact open topology 
on M*. It turns out that with this definition of addition and this topology, 
M* is itself a Z-module. M* is called the character group of M. 
If f : M + N, then one defines f * : 142% --f N* by f*(x) = x 0 f for every 
x in M*; it turns out that f* is a homomorphism as the notation indicates. 
Moreover, if f : M +Nandg:N+A, thenf*og*=(gof)*. So * is a 
contravariant functor from the category of Z-modules to itself. 
DEFINITION. Let M be an 9-module. Then in particular M is a local 
compact abelian group and is hence a Z-module, and as such it has a dual 
group, M*. We wish to make M* into an W-module. Each h in 9? may be 
considered as an endomorphism of M (the endomorphism which sends x to 
Xx) and as such it has a dual, h*, which is an endomorphism of M*. Let 9? 
operate on M* by defining h . x = h*(x) for each h in 9 and x in M*. It is 
easily checked, using the commutativity of 9’, that this makes ICI* into an 
W-module which we call the dual module of M. If M is an 9?-module, M* 
will henceforth denote its dual module. 
THEOREM 1. Generalized Pontryagin Duality. Let 9 be a commutative 
ring. Then 
(9 * is a contravariant functor from the category of .%-modules to itself. 
(ii) Each S&module, M, can be identijied with its second dual, M**, in 
such a way that any map, f, of 5%modules, gets identified with its second dual. 
(iii) * is an exact functor. More precisely, sf 0 + Ai + Bf + C + 0 
is exact in the category of W-modules, then 0 -+ C* -4 B* 4’ A* + 0 is 
also exact in the category of $&?-modules. 
(iv) M is a compact W-module if and only if M* is a discrete .!Z-module. 
Proof. For the case of Z-modules this is the well-known Pontryagin 
duality theorem. A very readable proof may be found in [13]. A proof by 
means of the theory of Banach Algebra may be found in [12]. The case of 
arbitrary commutative 9 follows easily from the Z-module case and defini- 
tions. We remark that the identification of M to M** is defined as follows: 
for each x in M let x’ be the character of M* defined by X’(X) = x(x) for 
each x in M*; then x + x’ is the canonical identification of M to M** referred 
to in (ii) above. 
We henceforth assume that M has been identified with M**, 
We now give a few corollaries of this theorem, corollaries which will be 
needed later in this paper. 
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Suppose that M is an B-module. We say that a subset, N, of M is a sub- 
module to mean that N is a subgroup closed under scalar multiplication. We 
say that N is a closed submodule of M to mean than N is a submodule of M 
and that N is a topologically closed subset of M. It is easily shown that a 
submodule, N, of M, is itself an W-module (i.e., is locally compact) if and 
only if N is a closed submodule of M. 
DEFINITION. Suppose that M is an W-module and that N is a closed 
submodule of M. A character, x, of M is said to annihilate N if x(x) = 0 for 
all x in N. The set of all characters of M which annihilate N is called the 
annihilator of N with respect to M or if there is no chance of ambiguity, it is 
called more simply the annihilator of N and is denoted N1 . 
COROLLARY 1. Suppose that M is an 9Cmodule. Then for each closed sub- 
module, N, of M, N,- is a closed submodule of M*. Moreover, (NJI = N 
(where M is ident$ied with M**). Thus, N t) N1 gives a one to one correspond- 
ence between the closed submodules of M and the closed submodules of M”. 
Finally, N1 is isomorphic to (M/N)*. 
Proof. The corollary follows from Theorem I(iii) and the fact that N1 
is the kernel of i* : M* --z N*, where i is the canonical injection of N into M. 
COROLLARY 2. Suppose that M is an 9&module, and that M 3 B 1 A, 
where A and B are closed submodules. Let A, and B, be the annihilators with 
respect to M of A and B, respectively. Then M* r) A, r) B, . Moreover, 
A,/B, is isomorphic to (A/B)*. 
Proof. A, 1 B, , since a character which annihilates A annihilates B as 
well. 
To prove the second statement, consider the sequence A 4 B +j M 
where i and j are the canonical inclusions. Considering the dual sequence, 
M” +i* B* +i* A*, one sees that the kernel of i* is isomorphic to A,/B, , 
since the kernel of i* oj* = (i oj)* is A, and the kernel of j* is B, . On the 
other hand, the kernel of i* is the annihilator of A with respect to B, and hence 
isomorphic to (A/B)* by C orollary 1. This proves Corollary 2. 
COROLLARY 3. Suppose that M is an W-module. Then a closed submodule, K 
of M is compact if and only if its annihilator, KL , is open in M*. 
Proof. Observe that K1 is open in M* if and only if M*/K1 is discrete. 
Corollary 3 then follows by the last statement of Corollary 1 and Theo- 
rem l(iv). 
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DEFINITION. Let M be an W-module. M is called torsion free if multiplica- 
tion by h is an injective endomorphism of A4 for each h in 3’. M is called 
divisibZe if multiplication by ;\ is a surjective endomorphism of M for each h 
in 9’. 
COROLLARY 4. Let M be an g-module. Then M is compact and divisible if 
and only if M* is torsion free and discrete, 
Proof. If M is any 56module and X is any element of B, then the anni- 
hilator of (AM)” in M* is easily seen to be {x E M* : Xx = 0} (where super- 
script c denotes topological closure). Suppose that M is compact or equiv- 
alently that M* is discrete. Then AM = (AM)“. Hence, multiplication by h 
on M is surjective if and only if multiplication by X on M* is injective. The 
corollary follows. 
There is one additional fact about duality which we will frequently use 
without further reference. (A @ B)* is isomorphic to A* @ B*. This holds 
because direct sums are preserved by any additive functor. 
3. STRUCTURE THEORY 
The fundamental structure theorem of locally compact abelian groups 
(i.e., Z-modules) asserts that any such group is the direct sum of a real 
vector group and a group which contains a compact open subgroup. This 
theorem is due essentially to Pontryagin. 
In the previous section we generalized the Pontryagin duality theory to 
modules over any commutative ring. However, generalizing the structure 
theory requires further restrictions on the ring. 
In this section we think of 8 as a fixed ring of integers of a global field, k, 
with ZY and Q as in Section 1. We generalize to O-modules the fundamental 
structure theorem of locally compact abelian groups. Also, we generalize to 
O-modules some of the more detailed structure theory of locally compact 
abelian groups. 
Important to our theory is the following distinction between the two 
different types of valuations of K. 
DEFINITION. A valuation, v, of k is called jnite with respect to 0 if and 
only if v(X) < 1 for every h in 0. A valuation, v, of k is called in..nite with 
respect to 0 if it is not finite with respect to 0. If there is no chance of con- 
fusion, we will simply say that v is$nite or in$nite as the case may be. 
We remark that the term “finite” valuation has been used with different 
meaning by other authors. 
From the well-known classification of the valuations of a global field, it 
follows that there is precisely one valuation of Q which is infinite with 
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respect to 3, namely the absolute-value valuation in the case of characteristic 
0 and the “degree” valuation in the case of characteristic p > 0. Moreover, 
a valuation of K is infinite with respect to 0 if and only if its restriction to Q 
is infinite with respect to 3’. Consequently, we see that there are only 
finitely many valuations of k which are infinite with respect to 0 (and that in 
the case of characteristic 0 they are precisely the archimedean valuations 
of k). 
By a completion of k we mean the completion of k with respect to some 
valuation of k. We call a completion of k finite or infinite (with respect to 0) 
according as the corresponding valuation is finite or infinite (with respect to 
0). Note that any completion of k is a locally compact fieId which contains 0 
as a subring and is hence an O-module. These O-modules play an important 
role in much of what is to follow. 
THEOREM 2. Fundamental Structure Theorem of O-Modules. Let 0 be a 
ring of integers of a global $eld k. Then any 9-module, M, can be written as 
M=M,@R, 
where Mz contains a compact open O-submodule and where R is the direct sum of 
finitely many in$nite (with respect to 0) completions of k. 
This theorem shows among other things that the reals play such a special 
role in fundamental structure theorem of locally compact abelian groups (i.e., 
Z-modules) precisely because they are the unique archimedean completion 
of the field of fractions of 2. 
Before proving the fundamental structure theorem, we give a couple of 
preliminary lemmas. 
DEFINITION. Let Qm be the unique infinite (with respect to 9“) completion 
of Q. Let k, = Qm @ ,k. 
It is well known [17] and easily proved that k, is isomorphic as a ring and 
hence as an &module to the direct sum of the infinite (with respect to 0) 
completions of k, each taken once. 
The map A --f 1 @ X embeds k, and hence U, as subrings of k, . 
LEMMA 1. (i) If k, is an in$nite completion of k, then k,* is isomorphic as 
an O-module to k, . 
(ii) O* is isomorphic to km/U. 
Proof. (i) is well known [17, p. 411. ( ii can be proved by reducing to the ) 
case k = Q. 
LEMMA 2. If N is an open divisible submodule of the O-module, M, then M 
decomposes as an O-module into the direct sum of N and a discrete module. 
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Proof. For abstract (i.e., forgetting topology) modules over Dedekind 
domains, it is well known [7] that a divisible module is a direct summand of 
any containing module. From the openness of N it follows that its comple- 
mentary summand is discrete and that the decomposition is topological. 
Lemma 2 is proved. 
Now we turn to the proof of the fundamental structure theorem. In order 
to prove this theorem, it is sufficient to prove it for the case of compactly 
generated Lo-modules. Indeed, let M be any &module. Then M contains a 
compactly generated submodule, say N, which is open in M; for instance, the 
submodule generated by any compact neighborhood of 0 in M. Assume for 
the moment that the theorem holds for N. Then N = N, @ R where Ns 
contains a compact open submodule, say K, and R is the direct sum of 
infinite completions of k. Then K @ R is an open submodule of M. Hence, 
R is an open divisible submodule of M/K. By Lemma 2 M/K = L @ R 
for some discrete submodule, L, of M/K. Let M2 be the inverse image of L 
by the canonical map, M + M/K. Then M = J!& @ R and M2 contains K 
as a compact open submodule. Hence, the structure theorem holds for M 
if it holds for N. Thus, it is sufficient to prove the fundamental structure 
theorem for the case of compactly generated F-modules. For this case, we 
actually have the stronger result 
PROPOSITION 1. Let G be the ring of integers of a global field. Then any 
compactly generated O-module, M, can be written as 
where K is compact, D is discrete and is the direct sum of finitely many ideals of 
Co, and R is the direct sum offinitely many injinite completions of k. 
For the special case 0 = Z, this is the well-known theorem of Pontryagin 
which appears as Theorem 51 in [13]. In proving Theorem 51, Pontryagin 
has available to him the duality theory only for compact and discrete Z-mod- 
ules, since he uses Theorem 51 to establish the duality theory for arbitrary 
Z-modules. However, we are able to regard the full duality theory for 
U-modules as already established by one of the proofs for the Z-module case 
combined with Theorem 1. In the proof that follows we draw heavily from 
Pontryagin’s proof of Theorem 51, but we make a considerable simplification 
by use of the full duality theorem. On the other hand we have to make a few 
additional considerations in order to deal with O-modules instead of just 
Z-modules. 
Proof of Proposition 1. (1) If a is any element of a z-module, M, then 
9’ . a is either discrete in M or else 9’ . a has compact closure in M. 
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For the case 3 = Z this appears as Lemma 1 in [13]. For the case 
9’ = F[t], the proof is as follows. There is no loss of generality in replacing M 
by the closure of 9 . a in M. Hence, we may and do assume that 9 . a is 
dense in M. Let V be a symmetric open neighborhood of zero in M which 
generates M and which has compact closure in M. Then M = F[t] a --I I_ 
since F[t] . a is dense in M. Then, by the compactness of t . 11. + V $ I- 
one has 
(tJ- + I’ + V) C J- + F a + Fta + ... + Ft”a (#> 
for some finite n. Suppose that F[t] a is not discrete. Then 17 n F[t] a 
must be infinite and hence contain g(t) . a for some polynomial, g(t), of 
degree, say s, which is larger than n. Then 
where all hi are in F and where v is in I’. It follows from this and (#) that 
N= V+Fut... + Ft.% is left invariant by the operation of t and that 
N + NC N. Hence N is a submodule of M. Moreover, N equals n/l, since it 
contains both V and a, and N is compact since it is the union of finitely man! 
translates of I’. Therefore, M is compact. This proves (1). 
(2) If M is any compactly generated 5Y-module, then AZ contains a 
finitely generated discrete Z-module, say L, such that M/L is compact. 
To prove this statement let 1’ be an open neighborhood of 0 in M, which 
generates M and whose closure in M, say V’, is compact. By the compactness 
of Vc + I/” + tJ,7c, there is a finite set, S = {a, ,..., u,~}, of elements of M 
such that vi (ui -+ V) covers 1”’ + v” + t V”. Let A be the 5?-module of M 
generated by S. Then clearly iz -/- 1’ = M. Let B be a subset of S maximal 
with respect to the property that the .%-submodule of M which B generates 
is discrete in M. Let L be the Z-submodule of M generated by B. L is discrete 
and finitely generated. If we can show that M/L is compact, then the proof 
of (2) will be complete. Let f be the canonical map, f : M-, M/L. It is easily 
seen by (I) and the maximality of B that for each ui in 5’ 9 .f(ui) has compact 
closure in M/L. It follows that f(A) h as compact closure in M/L. Hence, 
hf/L = f(A) + f( V) is compact. This proves (2). 
(3) If M is a compactly generated 9-module then M* contains an 
open Z-submodule, say N, such that N is isomorphic to Q=’ @ (Qm/9)” 
for some finite r and s. 
Indeed, let L be a finitely generated discrete 8-submodule of M such that 
M/L is compact as guaranteed by (2). Then I, is the direct sum of a finite 
Y-module and finitely many copies of 3. By making L smaller if necessary, 
we may and do assume that L is isomorphic to 59” for some finite m. Then 
Li is a discrete Z-submodule of AT*; it is discrete since it is the dual of 
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the compact module, &I/L. Moreover, M/L, is isomorphic (Qm/%)% since 
it is the dual of L and by Lemma 1. Let f be the canonical projection 
f : M* - M*/(L,). Let g be a projection from Qocnt onto M*/L, such that the 
kernel of g is ?P. f and g are local isomorphisms since they both have 
discrete kernels. Hence f-l 0 g defines a local isomorphism of some neigh- 
borhood, say V, of 0 in Qcunk onto some neighborhood of 0 in M. Extend 
f-l og to all of Qmm as follows: for each y in Qaom, y = XX for some X in 9 
and some x in V; define f-i o g(y) to be h .f-r o g(x). It is easily checked 
that f-i o g is then a well-defined map from Qmm onto an open submodule, 
say N, of M*. Moreover, N is isomorphic to Qcor + (QJ%“)“, where 
Y + s = m, since the kernel ofg, being contained in Z’“, is isomorphic to 9”” 
for some s < m. This proves (3). 
(4) If R is an @module which is isomorphic as a .2’-module to Qmr, 
then R is the direct sum of finitely many infinite completions of R. 
Indeed, let A be an element of 8 which is a primitive element of K over Q 
[i.e., k = Q(h)]. Qm is the unique infinite completion of Q and R considered 
as a 5?-module is just Qmr. A, considered as an operator on the ZY-module, 
Q,r, is Z-linear since 0 is a commutative ring. It is easily seen from this that 
A is Q-linear as well. Then from the continuity of h and the fact that Q IS dense 
in Qm it follows that h is a Q,,-linear operator on Qmr. Thus, if R is regarded 
as a vector space over Qm , then X is linear transformation of R. Then X has a 
minimal polynomial, say m(x), in the sense of linear algebra [i.e., m(x) is the 
minimal polynomial in Qm[zc] for which m(h) operates trivially on R]. More- 
over, A, considered as an element of k, has a minimal polynomial, say p(x), 
over Q [i.e., p(z) is the minimal polynomial in Q[x] for which p(h) = 0 in K]. 
Then clearly m(x) divides p(x). But p(x) f ac ors t into distinct irreducible 
factors over Qm since k is assumed to be a separable extension of Q. Therefore, 
m(x) factors over Qm into distinct irreducible factors, say m(x) = I;rm,(x). 
Then, by the rational decomposition theorem of linear algebra Qmr factors 
into the direct sum of h-invariant subspaces each of which is isomorphic to 
Qm[h]/(mi(A)) for some i [where X is an indeterminate and (mi(A)) is the ideal 
generated by mi(A)]. But a A-invarient 8-submodule of R is just an lo-sub- 
module of R. Moreover Q,[h]/(mi(h)) . 1s a finite field extension of Qm which 
contains Q(A) = k as a dense subfield. Since the infinite valuation on Qm is 
easily extended to a valuation on a finite algebraic extension of Qm , it follows 
that Q,JhJ/(mi(X)) is the completion of K = Q(h) with respect to some infinite 
valuation. Therefore, R is the sum of P-submodules each of which is an 
infinite completion of K. This proves (4). 
(5) Now we are ready to complete the proof of the proposition. Let M 
be any compactly generated &J-module. Then M is compactly generated over 
2 as well, since 0 has finite rank over 2. Then, by (3), M* contains an 
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open 8-submodule, N, which is isomorphic as a b-module to Qmr @ (QJZ)s 
with Y and s finite. Then any X in c leaves N invariant since N is the unique 
minimal open Z-submodule of M*. Thus, N is an O-submodule of M*. 
Moreover, N is a divisible b-module; in fact N is divisible as a 2Z-module 
and for any nonzero h in G, XX’ is a nonzero element of 2 for some h’ in 6, 
it follows that N is divisible as an @-module. Therefore, by Lemma 2, M* 
is the direct sum of N and a discrete O-submodule. Hence, by Theorem l(iv), 
M is the direct sum of N* and a compact O-submodule, say K. But N* is 
Z-isomorphic to Qmr @ ZE”” by Lemma 1. Qar is an G-submodule of N* and a 
direct summand of N* by the same argument that was just applied to N. 
Thus M = K @ R @ D, where K is a compact O-submodule of M, R is an 
@submodule which is 2’-isomorphic to Q,r, and D is an c-submodule which 
is %-isomorphic to 3”” with Y and s finite. But R is the direct sum of infinite 
completions of K by (4) and D, being a finitely generated torsion-free module 
over the Dedekind Domain, I?‘“, is by the theorem of Steinitz [cf. [7]), the 
direct sum of ideals in 8. The proposition is proved. 
Now we go on to discuss some of the more detailed structure theory of 
@-modules. 
DEFINITION. Letb be a prime ideal in 6. Let M be an B-module. For an 
element, X, in M we say that lim,/A = 0 to mean that for any neighborhood, 
l/,ofOiniZI,(@h).XCVf or all sufficiently large natural numbers, h. We say 
that M is a P-primary G-module to mean that lim, P”x = 0 for all x in M. 
DEFINITIOK. We say that an &module, M, is a topological torsion c-module 
if the union of compact submodules of M is equal to M and the intersection 
of the open submodules of M is trivial. 
In the case that M is discrete this definition of “j-primary” (“topological 
torsion”) reduces to the usual definition of “j-primary” (“torsion”). 
For equivalent definitions of “topological torsion” and “j-primary” in the 
special case of Z-modules, see [14]. 
DEFINITION. Suppose that M, is an O-module which contains a compact 
open submodule, KC, for each i in some index set, 1. For x in IIiMi , let xi 
denote the n/r, coordinate of x. Define the restrictedproduct of Mi with respect 
to Ki over all i in I to be the set of all those x in IIiMi for which xi is in Ki 
for almost all i. Then the restricted product with addition and scalar multi- 
plication defined coordinate-wise is abstractly an O-module which contains 
IIiKi as a submodule. Put a topology on the restricted product by taking 
niKi with the product topology to be an open submodule. Denote this 
restricted product by IIi(Mi , KJ. Then, clearly II,(Mi , Ki) is an O-module 
which contains IIiKi as a compact open submodule. On occasion we will 
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write I&(M, , ) to indicate the restricted product with respect to some unspe- 
cified compact open submodule. 
Note that if all Mi are discrete and all Ki are taken to be 0, then 
the restricted product becomes the ordinary direct sum of discrete modules. 
At the other extreme, if all Mi are compact and each Ki is taken to be Mi , 
then the restricted product becomes the ordinary product with the product 
topology. 
It can be shown that (I&(Mi , Ki)) * is isomorphic to J&(fiZ,*, (KJ,). 
THEOREM 3. Second Structure Theorem of G-modules. Let M be an 
O-module. Let M = M, @ R where M, contains a compact open submodule and 
R is the sum of finitely many infinite completions of k. Let MI be the union of all 
compact submodules of M. Let MO be the intersection of all open sub- 
modules of MI . Let MS = MI/MO . Then 
(i) Ma3 M13M,,. 
(ii) M2jMI is a torsion-free discrete O-module. Moreover M,lMI is 
uniquely determined (up to isomorphism) by M independent of the choice of M2 . 
(iii) M3 = MI/MO is a topological torsion O-module. 
(iv) M,, is compact divisible. 
(v) For each prime ideal, #, in 9, MS contains a unique maximal+-primary 
submodule, say Mb. 
MS = Ll,,(Mb, K n Mfi) where the product is taken over all primes /, and where 
K is any compact open submodule of n/r, . 
Proof. If K is any compact submodule of M, then the image of K under 
the canonical map, M---f M/M, = R, must be 0 since R contains no non- 
trivial compact submodules. It follows that M2 contains every such K, and 
hence M2 contains MI . This establishes (i). 
Let K be a compact open submodule of M2 . Then KC MI and it is 
easily seen that MI/K is the torsion submodule of the discrete module M,/K. 
It follows that M,/MI is torsion free and discrete. Moreover, MI + R is a 
uniquely determined submodule of M, since it equals MI + (M,, + R), 
where M, is the union of all compact submodules of M and A/r, + R is the 
intersection of all open submodules of M. Therefore M2/MI , being isomor- 
phic to M/(MI + R), is uniquely determined up to isomorphism by M. 
This proves (ii). 
(iii) follows from the fact the image of a compact (resp. open) submodule 
under the canonical map, M, + MI/MO, is compact (resp. open). 
(iv) is an immediate consequence of (ii), Corollary 5 of Theorem 1, and 
part (iii) of the next theorem. 
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The proof of(v) requires a bit more work. It is well known that any discrete 
torsion module over a Dedekind Domain decomposes into the direct sum of 
,&primary submodules. Elementary considerations show that the dual of a 
+-primary module is again #-primary. It follows by this and Theorem l(iv) 
that any compact torsion module decomposes into the product of/-primary 
components. In particular for any compact open submodule, K, of MS , one 
can write K = I$K@ where each Kfi is/-primary. 
Now put 
Then for any compact open submodule, K, of n/l,, Mb n K = Kj. 
Indeed, if x is in Mfi r\ K then for any prime, 9, different from #, the pro- 
jection of x onto Ka, call it y, must satisfy both limh+hy = 0 and 
limb shy = 0. It follows from this that y must be in every compact open 
submodule of AZa and hence must be 0. This shows that x is in Kfi. Inclusion 
in the other direction is obvious. Thus Mj CI K = Kfi as asserted. We have 
shown that K = I$(M+ n K) for any compact open submodule K of Ms. 
Let K be any compact open submodule of Ms. Let x be an arbitrary 
element of M3 . We will show that I can be written uniquely as x = Z+ x/ 
where each .x~ is in M# and almost all X~ are in Mfi n K. Indeed, let K’ 
be a compact open submodule of Afa which contains both x and K. Then 
K’ = D/(Mfi n K’) by what we have already shown. Moreover, 
A@ n K = Mfi n K for almost all/ since K has finite index in K’. It follows 
that x = 2) X# where each X+ is in Mfi and almost all xfi are in A@ n K. 
For uniqueness, suppose that Z/ X+ = .Zbyfi . Take a compact open sub- 
module, K”, of MS which contains both x# and y# for all/. Then by the uni- 
queness of such sums within K” it follows that xfi = yfi for all #. We have 
shown that s has the unique expansion as asserted. It follows that 
MS = I$(Mfi, Mfi n K). 
AcZ+ is the unique maximal ,&primary submodule of MS; this is clear 
from its definition. The proof of (v) is complete. 
DEFINITION. Let M be any O-module. With notations as in Theorem 3, 
we make the following definitions. M2/Ml is called the torsion-free discrete 
part of M. Ml/M,, = MS is called the topological torsion part of M. MO is 
called the compact divisible part of M. Finally R is called the injkite part of M. 
We remark that in the special case that M is discrete, the topological 
torsion part of M becomes the ordinary maximal torsion submodule and 
Theorem 3(v) becomes the usual decomposition thereof. 
For the special case of Z-modules, the decomposition (v) of a topological 
torsion group into its #-primary components was known by Braconnier 
and Dieudonne [l] and also by Vilenkin [16]. 
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THEOREM 4. Let M be any O-module. Let MO , MI , M2 , and R be as in 
Theorem 3. Then 
(i) M * -((ICI,)* @R where M,* contains a compact open submodule 
and R is the in$nite part cf M*. 
(ii) Consider M,, and MI as submodules of M2 . The annhiilator of MO 
in (M.&* is (M*), and the annihilator of MI in (M,)” is (M”), . 
(iii) Th d 1 f e ua o the compact divisible (resp. torsion-free discrete) part of 
M is the torsion-free discrete (resp. compact divisible) part of M*. 
(iv) The dual of the topological torsion part of M is the topological torsion 
part of M*. 
(v) The dual of the P;-p rimary part of M is the/-primary part qf M*. 
Proof. (i) (M,)* contains a compact open submodule, namely the 
annihilator of any compact open submodule of M2 , because of Corollary 3 
of Theorem 1, also R* 3! R by Lemma 1. Statement (i) follows. 
(ii) follows from Corollary 3 of Theorem 1. 
(iii) follows from (ii) and the last statement of Corollary 1 of Theorem 1. 
Note that with (iii) established, part (iv) of the previous theorem follows 
and we are justified in calling M,, the compact divisible part of M. 
(iv) follows from (ii) and Corollary 2 of Theorem 1. 
Kow we prove (v). Put IWa = LL#(Mfi, ) as in Theorem 3(v). Then 
(Al;)* = II&Mb*, ). For each /z, Mb’ is +-primary; in fact elementary 
considerations show that the dual of any/-primary module is again/-primary. 
Moreover, if x is in (MS)* and lim,+&z: = 0, then x is in M+*; in fact, if y is 
the projection of x onto the Mq* component of L7fi(Mh*, ) for any 9 different 
from+, theny must be 0 since it satisfies both lim,&‘y = 0 and lim, @y = 0; 
hence x is in M+* as asserted. This shows that Mfi* is the maximal/-primary 
subgroup of (MS)*. But (MS)* = (M*), by part (iv) of this theorem. There- 
fore A@* is the/-primary part of M*. This proves (v). 
COROLLARY. A j-primary O-module is also a topological torsion Lo-module. 
Proof. Let M be a/-primary U-module. From the definition of/-primary 
it is easily seen that the torsion-free discrete and infinite parts of M are 
trivial. From part (iii) of the above theorem and the fact that M* is 
also j-primary it follows that the compact divisible part of M is also 
trivial. Hence M is a topological torsion &module. The corollary is 
proved. 
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4. MODULES WITH LATTICE 
We say that L is a lattice in the &module M to mean that L is a discrete 
submodule of M and that M/L is compact. 
Not every @-module contains a lattice. The most classical example of one 
which does contain a lattice is of course the real vector group of dimension n 
(considered as a Z-module) which contains Z” as a lattice. An example of 
more recent prominence is the ring of adeles of a global field, k, which con- 
tains the subfield k as a lattice. 
The main result of this section is a characterization of the &modules with 
lattice (Theorem 5). The result seems to be new even for the case of locally 
compact abelian groups (i.e., Z-modules). We establish Theorem 5 by means 
of Lemmas 3 and 4. These two lemmas will also find application later in the 
paper. 
First some definitions are needed. 
If ZI is a valuation of K which is finite with respect to 0, then 
p; = (A f 0 / v(X) < 1) is a prime ideal in Co and z, is called the/-adic valuation 
of k. It is well known that for each prime ideal, #, of 0, there is a uniqueb-adic 
valuation of K. We let k+ be the completion of k with respect to its ;ti-adic 
valuation and we let 19~ be the closure of 0 in kfi. It is easily shown that 0+ 
is a compact open subring of Kif; in fact for each positive h, the set +.“$ 
is an open subgroup of finite index in 0) , and as h ranges over all natural 
numbers, these sets form a neighborhood system of 0 in ofi . Multiplication 
of elements of k+ by elements of its subring, 8, makes kfi into an o-module 
and as such cfi is a compact open submodule. Note also that A,, is ah-primary 
G-module. 
DEFINITION. Let 1cI be an f%module. &Z is said to have j-rank 1 if it is 
isomorphic to kj , fi , +/ la 0 k 0 , or 0/+” for some natural number h. M is said 
to have fi-rank n where n is a natural number if M is the direct sum of n 
Lo-modules each of which has /z-rank I. Finally M is said to have j-rank at 
most n if M = 0 or if M has/-rank m for some m satisfying 1 < m < n. An 
@-module satisfying any of these conditions is of course #.-primary. 
It turns that $* = k+ , 0+* = k&9+, and O’Ifih is isomorphic to its own 
dual. Consequently, M* hash-rank n if M does. However, these facts will not 
be used until Section 6. 
Recall that k, = Qlc @? ,k where Qm is the unique infinite completion of Q. 
We can now state 
THEOREM 5. Let M be an O-module with M,, , Ml , M, , M, , and R as in 
Theorem 0. Then M contains a lattice if and only if 
(i) R = k,” for some positive integer m. 
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(ii) There exist closed submodules, P, and I’, , in MS such that 
Ma 3 P, 3 I’, , M,/P, is compact, P, is discrete, and P,/P, = lT,(I”, ) where 
IY is a ;li-primary O-module of +-rank at most m for each prime #. and where 
the restricted product is taken over all primes in @. 
The proof of Theorem 5 will be based on the following two lemmas. 
LEMMA 3. Let M be an B-module with M = Mz @ R as in Theorem 2. 
Let fi be a prime ideal in 6. Let m be a natural number. Suppose that for each 
compact open submodule, K, of M, , the O/b dimension of K&K is at most m. 
Then the #-primary part of M has/-rank at most m. 
Proof. Let K be any compact open submodule of Mp . Then Ml r) K 1 MO 
by the definition of MI and M,, . 
Then K/MO is a compact open submodule of Ms. So by Theorem 3(v), 
K/M, = Ll,,Kfi, where Kfi is a compact open submodule of Mb for each 
prime # and where the product is taken over all primes /. Moreover, it is 
readily verified that +(KY) = K9 for each prime 9 different from #. Also, 
+M,, = MO by the divisibility of M,, . It follows from these observations that 
K//K is isomorphic to K+/(#Kfi). Therefore, we may with no loss of generality 
assume that M = Mfi. So, we assume that M is a b-primary Co-module and 
proceed to show that M has/-rank at most m. 
Any b-primary O-module can be made into a module over the ring, flj , 
in the following way. For each h in ofi write h = lim, Ah, where the h, are 
in 0. Then for each x in M, define XX = lim, X,X. That this limit exists in M 
and is independent of the choice of the sequence {Ah} follows readily from the 
definition of the/-adic topology in 0+ , the fact that M is/-primary, and the 
fact that M is locally compact. It is easily verified that this makes 1%’ into an 
0#-module. 
Clearly, the Ofi-submodule generated by any nonzero element, x, of M, 
is either isomorphic to the finite module, O/j”, for some natural number h, 
or else it is isomorphic as an abstract O-module to 0+; moreover, in the latter 
case it is easily seen to be isomorphic to ofi as a topological D-module. In 
particular we see that any finitely generated @fi-submodule of M will be 
compact and hence a closed submodule of M. 
Let K be any compact open Co-submodule of M. Since K is closed in M it 
is an U#-submodule as well. By hypothesis K//K is generated over 0# by m 
elements. We will show from this that K is generated over 0+ by m elements. 
Indeed, let s be a set of m elements of K whose images modulo +K generate 
K//K over 8. Let N be the @fi-submodule of K generated by s. Then N is a 
closed submodule of M by the remarks of the previous paragraph. Hence 
K/N is a #-primary @module. But #(K/N) = K/N since +K + N = K by 
our choice of N. Therefore K/N = 0; otherwise K/N, being a torsion 
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module, would contain a proper open submodule; then the quotient, say B, 
by that open submodule would be finite, nonzero, #-primary and satisfy 
#B = B which is absurd. 
Any finitely generated C#-submodule, say N, of M is generated by m 
elements. Indeed, N is contained in some compact open submodule, say K, 
of M. By what we just showed, K is generated over ~7~ by m elements. By the 
theory of discrete modules over principal ideal rings it follows that N is 
generated by m elements as asserted. 
As an abstract (forgetting topology) $module, ild is isomorphic to the 
direct sum of Y rank 1 G/-modules for some positive integer Y .< m. Indeed, 
it is known [6, p. 531 that any abstract nontrivial Pfi-module contains a 
rank-l direct summand. From this, an induction argument shows that M 
either has rank r for some I G n, or else M contains a rank n + 1 direct 
summand. But the latter case is impossible because then M would contain an 
abstract O+-submodule generated by m + 1 but no fewer elements. Hence M 
has rank Y as an abstract Ofi-module with Y < m which is what we wanted 
to show. 
Thus, there is an abstract G/-module, say A, of/-rank Y for some r < m, 
and an U#-linear bijection, f : A -M. Let A be given its usual I-adic 
topology. We will show that f is bicontinuous and this will complete the 
proof of the lemma. Indeed, 4 contains a compact open O+-submodule, say K, 
which is isomorphic to (fi$ for some s < m. From the fact that M is+-pri- 
mary and the definition of the /-adic topology on (O+)” it is easily shown that f 
is continuous on K. Then f is continuous on iz since K is open in A. But A 
is the union of countably many compact subsets (since it has finitefi-rank), 
and it is known that a continuous epimorphism from a group of that sort 
to any locally compact group is necessarily bicontinuous [13, p. 1151. There- 
fore, f is bicontinuous. Therefore, A1 is a j-primary O-module of j-rank at 
most n. This proves the lemma. 
DEFINITION. If L is a discrete O-module, define the torsion-free rank of L 
over 0 to be the dim,(L OF k). Note that this is just the cardinality of a 
maximal Q-linearly independent subset of L. If there is no chance of confu- 
sion, we will call it simply the rank of L. 
LEMMA 4. Suppose that A3 = M3 @ R where M3 is a topological torsion 
O-module and R is the direct sum of $nitely many infinite completions of k. 
Suppose further that M contains a submodule, L, such that L is discrete torsion 
free and M/L is compact divisible. Let m be the rank of L. Then 
0) m is finite. 
(ii) R = k,l’?. 
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(iii) Mb h as a ran /- k at most m for each prime, /z, in 0. 
(iv) The torsion-free rank of (M/L)* equals m. 
Proof. (1) Suppose that R is the 3’-module, (Qm)S, where s is some 
natural number and that L is a b-lattice in R. Then, we claim that L is 
isomorphic to 3”“. Indeed, L generates R over 8%; otherwise one would have 
R = Ni @ N, , where N, is the Q,-subspace of R generated by L and where 
Ni is a nontrivial Qm-subspace, and this would be impossible by the com- 
pactness of R/L and the noncompactness of N, . Therefore, L contains a 
subset, {x1 ,..., xs}, which is a basis of R over Qm . Let L’ be the Z-submodule 
of R generated by (xi ,..., x,}. It is easily verified that L’ is a lattice in R and 
that L’ is isomorphic to ZZs. Then L/L’ is finite, since it is a discrete submodule 
of the compact module R/L’. Moreover, L, being a submodule of R, is torsion 
free over 9’. One can easily see from this and the theory of modules over 
principal ideal rings that L is itself isomorphic as a 3’-module to .ZFs, which 
is what we wanted to prove. 
(2) Suppose that R is an @module which is the direct sum of finitely 
many infinite completions of k. Suppose further that R contains an @-lattice, 
L. Let m be the torsion-free rank of L over 0. FVe claim then that m is finite 
and that R = (k33)m. 
To show that L has finite rank, observe that any infinite completion of k 
is a finite field extension of Qm . Hence, R, considered as a Z-module, 
is just the direct sum of finitely many copies of Q, . Hence, by (l), L has 
finite rank as a %-module. So certainly L has finite rank as an Co-module, as 
asserted. 
nTow put R = .& kyti’, where the sum is taken over all of the distinct 
infinite completions of k (of which there are finitely many) and where for 
each i, m(i) is a non-negative integer. 
We claim that m(i) < m for each i. Indeed, letf be the canonical projection 
of R onto its direct summand ki”ji. Then f(L) generates kTti’ over k,; this 
follows from the compactness of R/L. It follows that the torsion-free rank 
off(L) over 8, and hence that ofL is at least as great as m(i). Thus m(i) < m 
as asserted. 
Let n = [k : Q], the degree of k over Q. Then it is well known that 8 
considered as a Z-module, has rank n. Hence L has rank m . n over 3’. 
Hence, by (l), R has dimension m . n over Qm . 
But &kim also has dimension m . n over QW; since 
Zikim = (kJm = (Qm @ *k)“. 
Thus R = Z.k~‘ci), where m(i) < m for all i and where the dimension of R 
over Qm is equa; t”o the dimension of Zikim over Qco . It follows that m(i) =m 
for all i and hence R = (k,p. This proves (2). 
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(3) Let Ma, R, and L be as in the hypotheses of the lemma. Let K 
be any compact open submodule of Ma . Let L’ =-L n (K + R). Let L” 
be the image of L’ under the canonical projection, f : K + R -+ R. Then, 
an exercise in group theory shows that L” is a lattice in R. Moreover, f 
induces an isomorphism of L’ to L”, because L’ being torsion-free discrete 
has trivial intersection with the compact module K =:= kerf. 
Now we can show that m is finite and that R = (km)““. Indeed, L/L’ is a 
discrete torsion module; this follows from the fact that it is isomorphic to 
(K + R + L)/(K + R) which is contained in M(K + R) = MS/K which is a 
discrete torsion module. Therefore L’ has the same torsion-free rank over B 
as does L. But L’ -L”. Hence L” has torsion-free rank m. By (2) it now 
follows that m is finite and that R = (k,)m as asserted. So (i) and (ii) have 
been verified. 
(4) It remains to verify (iii). To this end we first show that for any 
prime # of 0, Q/b-dim(L’/#L’) = m, where L’ and m are as in (3). Indeed, 
from (1) it follows that L” is finitely generated over 9’ and hence over &. 
But L’ -L”. So L’ is a finitely generated torsion-free discrete o-module. 
Hence by the theorem of Steinitz [4], L’ is the direct sum of ideals of 8. 
Moreover, there are precisely m ideals in that direct sum decomposition 
because L’ has rank m. But classical ideal theory shows that 0/#-dim(4/ @ = 1 
for any nontrivial ideal, 4,0f 0. It follows that B/h-dim(L’/#L’) = m as asserted. 
(5) Next we show that Lo/+&dim(K/hK) is at most equal to 
G/b-dim(L’/bL’) h w ere K and L’ are as in (3). Indeed, K + R + L = M, since 
K + R is open in M and M/L, being compact divisible, contains no proper 
open submodules. Therefore, (K + R)/L ’ is isomorphic to M/L and is hence 
divisible. Therefore+(K + R) + L’ = K + R. Therefore, (K + R)/j(K + R) 
is isomorphic to L’/(L’(K + R)). But the former of these two modules is 
isomorphic to K//K and the latter one is a homomorphic image of L///L. 
Therefore, the 0/h-dimension of K//K is at most equal to the G//-dimension 
L’/+L’ as asserted. This proves (5). 
(4), (5), and Lemma 3 together enable us to conclude that Mfi has #-rank 
at most m for any prime, fi, in P. This verifies (iii). 
(6) If the pair, M, L, satisfy the hypothesis of the lemma, then so does 
the pair, M*, L, . Hence, L, has torsion-free rank m by part (ii) of the lemma 
and Theorem 4(i). Hence, (M/L)*, being isomorphic to L, , has torsion-free 
rank m which proves (iv). Lemma 4 is proved. 
Proof of Theorem 0. First we show that M contains a lattice if and only if 
M/MO contains a lattice. Indeed, if L is a lattice in M, then L/MO is a lattice 
in M/M,; this is readily verified by using the compactness of MO . Conversely, 
suppose that M/M,, contains a lattice, L. Then let N be the inverse image of L 
by the map, M - M/M,, . Then N contains MO. MO is open in N by the 
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discreteness of L and M,, is divisible by Theorem 3(iv). Hence N = A& + L’ 
for some discrete submodule L’ of N by Lemma 2. Then, L’ is clearly a 
lattice in M. Thus M contains a lattice if and only if M/MO contains a lattice 
as asserted. 
Therefore, we may with no loss of generality assume that M,, = 0. But M 
contains a lattice if and only if M* does; in fact if L is a lattice in M, then L, 
is a lattice in M*. Therefore we may also assume that (M*), = 0, and hence 
that M = n/r, @ R. So suppose that M = MS @ R and that L is a lattice 
in M. Let r, be the torsion submodule of L, let P, be the intersection of all 
open submodules of M which contain L, and let r, be the projection of r,, 
onto ilJa. Then, r,, = r, @ R. Hence, r,/r, = (r,/r,) @ R. Moreover, 
L/I’, is a torsion-free discrete submodule of r,/r, whose quotient, To/L, 
is compact and divisible. Then Lemma 4 guarantees that R and r,/r, satisfy 
the conditions (i) and (ii) of the theorem. Moreover, by their definitions 
r, is discrete and Ma/T, is compact. Hence conditions (i) and (ii) are 
satisfied. This proves the “only if” part of Theorem 5. 
Conversely, suppose that M = MS @ R satisfies (i) and (ii) of Theorem 5. 
We will show that M contains a lattice. Let r, and r, be as in (ii). If L is a 
lattice in (rajr,) @ R, then the inverse image of L by the canonical map, 
I’, @ R + (r,/r,) @ R is a lattice in MS @ R by the discreteness of r, 
and the compactness of MS/T, . So, we need only show that (I’jI’,) @ R 
contains a lattice. 
Let K be a compact open submodule of r,/r, . Then K = Ii’,Kfi, where 
for each/z, KF has P-rank at most m. Thus, for each #, Kfi contains a set 
@4, ,...> . x,?,,} whrch generates a dense 0-submodule of Kb. Moreover, since 
Kb contains G as a lattice, it follows that R = (k,)?” contains a set, 
{xml ,..., x,,,}, which g enerates over 6 a lattice in R. For each i = l,..., m, 
define yi to be the element of K @ R = (Z$Kfi) @ R whose K/1 coordinate 
is xiki for each prime+ and whose R coordinate is xmi . Let L’ be the submodule 
of K @R generated by {yr ,..., y,}. An exercise left to the reader shows that 
L’ is discrete and that (K @ R)/L’ is both compact and divisible. But 
(K @ R)/L’ is open in ((J’ajr,) @ R)/L’. Hence, by Lemma 2 the latter of 
these two modules is the direct sum of the. former and a discrete module 
which we call, L”. Let L be the inverse image of L” by the canonical map, 
(r,/P,) 0 R --, ((r,/P,) @ R)/L’. Then L is a lattice in (Qr,) @ R. We 
have shown that (r,/r,) @ R has a lattice. The proof of Theorem 5 is com- 
plete. 
5. ADELE RINGS 
Let 0 be a ring of integers in the global field, K. Let 
Al, = fl#,, , $) 0 &A 
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where ‘u indexes the infinite completions of K. Then A, with multiplication 
defined coordinatewise forms a locally compact ring, called the ring of 
adeles of k. 
In this section we use the theory of C-modules to obtain several character- 
izations of A, . Some of these characterizations are improvements of known 
results, and some of them are entirely new. 
For each X in k, let j(h) be the element of Al, all of whose coordinates are A. 
Thenj identifies K and also 0 with subrings of A, . Ak is of course an O-module 
where scalar multiplication is defined coordinatewise or equivalently as 
multiplication by elements of the subring 8. It turns out [17] that there is an 
G-module isomorphism of A, to A,* which carries K onto K, . Consequently, 
A,/k is isomorphic as an O-module to k *. In particular, we see that k is a 
lattice in A, . These properties of A, play an important role in number 
theory and also in the characterizations that follow. 
THEOREM 6. Let Q be a ring qf integers in the globaljeld, k, and let j be as 
above. Then, 
(i) A, considered as an C-module has trivial torsion-free discrete and 
compact divisible parts. 
(ii) If M is an C-module with trivial torsion-free discrete and compact 
divisible parts and if i : k -+ M, then there exists a unique Lo-linear map, 
f: A,+ Msuch thatf oj= i. 
(iii) Properties (i) and (ii) characterize A, . 
Proof (i) follows immediately from the definition of A, . 
Now we prove (ii). We may write M = II/(MI, ) @ Zuk~‘“’ since M has 
trivial torsion-free discrete and compact divisible parts. Let $ be the map i 
followed by projection onto Mfi for each prime #, and let i, be the map i 
followed by projection onto k, n(‘). Then by definition of ka and of “/&primary” 
it follows that i’ extends uniquely to a map ip’ : kfi + Mfi. Also that i,’ 
extends uniquely to i,’ : k -F kz’“‘. Then the maps i#’ and i,’ extend uniquely 
to .f : n(k+ , fib) @ Dz, -+ L$(Mfi , ) @ Zkt’“‘. Then clearly f 0 j = i. 
Moreover, f is the only such map, since it is determined by its values on each 
of the k# and k, components of A, . This proves (ii). 
As for (iii), suppose that B is an O-module and that h : k + B and that B, 
h satisfy the properties (i) and (iii) above the same as A,, j do. Then there 
is an f : Al, ---f B such that f 0 j = 1 and there is g : B ---f A, such that 
g o h = j. Then g of is an endomorphism of A, which is the identity on j(k). 
But the identity onj(K) extends uniquely to an endomorphism of A, by (iii). 
Hence g of = 1. Similarly f o g = 1. Hence B is isomorphic to A, which 
proves (iii). Theorem 6 is proved. 
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COROLLARY. Let k be a global field. Suppose that B is a topological ring 
with no proper open ideals (left or right) and that i : k ---f B is a ring homomor- 
phism with i(1) equal to the identity in B. Then, there exists a unique ring homo- 
morphism f : A, -+ B such that f 0 j = i. Moreover, this property characterizes 
the ring of adeles, A,; . 
Proof. Multiplication on the left by elements of i(k) makes B into a left 
k-module, and in particular a left o-module. Considering B as a left O-module, 
let B, + R and B, be as usual. Then B, + R and B, are right ideals, since 
they are uniquely determined left G-modules. Then B, + R = B since B 
contains no proper open right ideals. Also, B, = 0; in fact, a duality argument 
shows that if a ring has no proper open left ideals then it has no nontrivial 
compact right ideals (cf. [4, Proposition 1.11). So, the hypotheses of Theorem 6 
are satisfied. Hence there is an G-linear map, f : A, + B, such that f 0 j = i. 
The proof will be completed if we can show that f is actually a ring homo- 
morphism. 
f is left k-linear; this follows easily from A being a torsion-free left O-module 
(since it is a k-module) and from f being left O-linear. 
Fix y in A,, and consider the two maps, each from A, to ‘4, defined by 
x ---f f (x) . f (y) and x --f f (x . y) respectively. These two maps are equal 
on j(k) since f is left k-linear. Hence, by the uniqueness part of the Theo- 
rem 6(ii), these two maps are equal on all of Al, . Thus, .f(xy) = f (x) f (y) for 
all x in A, . Since y was arbitrary this shows that f is a ring homomorphism. 
The corollary is proved. 
If N and N’ are &modules then we say that i : N + M is an extension of N 
by N’ to mean that M is an g-module, that i is a map identifying N with a 
closed submodule of M, and that M/i(N) 2 N’. We say that two extensions 
of N by N’, i : N + M, are equivalent if there is an isomorphism g : M 3 M’ 
such that g 0 i = i’. An extension, i : N---f M, of N by N’ is called split if 
i(N) is a direct summand of M and is called nonsplit otherwise. 
Among the topological modules over discrete fields the adele rings are 
characterized as follows. 
THEOREM 7. Suppose that k is a discrete$eld which is not a purely algebraic 
extension of a Jinite field and that i : k + A is a nonsplit extension of k by k* 
in the category of k-modules. Then k is a global jield and the two extensions, 
i : k --) A, and j : k + A, , are equivalent. 
Proof. k contains a subring, say 9, which is either the ring of rational 
integers or else the ring of polynomials in one variable with finite constant 
field, since k is assumed to be not a purely algebraic extension of a finite field. 
Considering A as a 2E’-module, let A, and A, + R be as in Theorem 3. 
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Then A, and A, + R are k-submodules of A, because they are uniquely 
determined Z-modules and because k is commutative. 
We claim that il, + R = A. Indeed, i(k) C A, + R; otherwise 
A = i(k) @ M where M is a k-submodule maximal with respect to the 
properties of containing A, f R and having trivial intersection with i(k), 
and this would contradict the nonsplit hypothesis. But A/i(k) contains no 
proper open k-submodules, because it is isomorphic to k* whose dual, k, 
contains no compact k-submodules. It follows that A, + R = A as asserted. 
The same argument applied to A* along with Theorem 4(ii) shows that 
A, = 0. 
Hence, by Lemma 4, k has finite rank over 8. It follows (by choosing a 
different subring, 2, if necessary to guarantee separability) that k is a global 
field. 
The first conclusion is proven. It remains to show that the two extensions 
are equivalent. 
Let 0 be a ring of integers of k. Then, considering A as an G-module, we 
still have A, + R = A and A,, = 0. Hence, by Theorem 6, there exists an 
o-linear map, f : A, + A, such that f 0~’ = i. Then, f induces a map, 
f : A&(k) --f A/i(k). But each of these two modules is isomorphic to k*. 
A duality argument shows that a nonzero O-linear map of k* to itself is 
necessarily an isomorphism. f’ cannot be zero, since then A, would split 
into the direct sum of k and the kernel off which is absurd. Hencef’ is an 
isomorphism. It follows easily from this that f is an isomorphism. Thus the 
two extensions are equivalent. The theorem is proved. 
Remark. Theorem 7 says that if k is a global field, thenj : k + A, is the 
unique nonsplit extension of k by k* in the category of k-modules. Actually 
it is the unique nonsplit extension in the category of &modules as well. 
Indeed, if i : k + A is an extension of k by k* in the category of Lo-modules, 
then A is a torsion-free and divisible G-module since both k and k* are, and 
from this it follows that A is actually a k-module. So, any O-module extension 
of k by k* is a k-module extension as well and hence equivalent toj : k + A, . 
The next theorem shows that, other than the obvious exceptions, the adele 
rings are the only topological rings which contain a subfield as lattice. 
THEOREM 8. Suppose that A is a topological ring, that k is a subfield con- 
taining the identity of A and that k is a lattice in A. Then, one of the following 
cases must hold: 
(i) k isJinite and A is a compact ring. 
(ii) A = k @M where M is a compact two-sided k-module and M * M = 0. 
(iii) k is a globaljield and A is the ring of adeles of k. 
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Proof. (1) If A contains an open left or right ideal, then A satisfies 
either (i) or (ii). Indeed, suppose that M is a proper open left ideal in A. We 
suppose further that k is infinite [otherwise A satisfies (i) and we are done]. 
Then, A/(k + M), being both compact and discrete, is finite. Then 
A/(k + M) = 0, since it is a finite vector space over an infinite field. Then 
A = k @ llzl as a k-module; in fact k n M = 0, since k is a field and M is an 
ideal. It remains to show that M is right k-invariant and that M 1 M + 0. 
M is compact (since it is isomorphic to A/k) and k is assumed infinite; from 
this it follows that any open left ideal of A contains M. Hence, M is the unique 
open left ideal of A. It follows from this that M is a right ideal as well, and in 
particular M is a two-sided k-module. Moreover, by considering M as a 
compact right A-module, M* becomes a discrete left A-module in the 
obvious way. The annihilating left ideal in A of an element of M* is 
open in A (by the discreteness of M* and a continuity argument), and 
hence must contain M. Thus M. M* = 0, and hence M. M = 0. We 
have shown that A satisfies (i) or (ii). A similar argument holds for open 
right ideals. 
(2) Suppose k an infinite algebraic extension of a finite field. We show 
that A contains a proper open ideal. Indeed, suppose A has no proper 
open ideals. It follows by a duality argument that A has no nonzero 
compact ideals [cf. 4, Prop. 1.11. 
We claim that k is in the center of A. Let h be any element of k. h is algebraic 
ove the prime field in k, since k is an algebraic extension of a finite field. Let 
m(x) be the minimal polynomial of h over the prime field. Left multiplication 
by elements of k makes A into a k-vector space. x -+ XX is a linear trans- 
formation of that vector space, whose minimal polynomial divides m(x). 
From primary decomposition theorem of linear algebra, A = A, @ A, 
where A, is the eigenspace, {x E A : XX = hx}, of the linear transformation, 
x -+ xh, and A, a subspace of A. The direct sum is topological since the 
projection maps, being polynomials in A, are continuous. A, is compact, 
because k C A, and A/k compact. A = k + C for some compact C C A, since 
A/k compact. Hence AA, = kA, + CA, = A, + CA, is compact left ideal 
in A. Hence, AA, = 0. Hence, A = A, . Hence, h in center of A. Hence, 
k contained in center of A as claimed. 
Let M be a closed maximal left ideal in A; the existence of such JU’ in any 
locally compact ring was proved by Kaplansky[8,Theorem 111. M is two sided 
ideal in the ring k + M, since k is in center of A. Let A’ be closure of k + M 
in A. Then A’/M is locally compact field with subfield k. From their classi- 
fication, a nondiscrete locally compact field cannot contain an infinite algebraic 
extension of a finite field. Hence A’/M discrete. Hence M open in k + M. 
This and compactness of A/k imply that the ideal M is compact. Hence 
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M = 0. Hence A is a field. By argument just applied to A’/&‘, A is discrete. 
So 0 is open ideal in A. (2) is proved. 
(3) If A contains no proper open ideals, then k is a global field and A 
is its ring of adeles. Indeed, suppose that A contains no proper open ideals. 
Then k is not an infinite algebraic extension of a finite field by (2), and k 
is not finite, since then A would be compact, and it is known that any compact 
ring contains open ideals. Hence, k contains a subring, say 2, which is 
either the ring of rational integers or else the ring of polynomials in one 
variable over finite constant field. Considering A as a left T-module, let 
A, + R and A,, be as in Theorem 3. Then A, + R and A, are right ideals in 
A since they are uniquely determined left /z-modules. Then A, + R == A 
since A contains no proper open ideals. Also A,) =. 0; in fact a duality argu- 
ment shows that if a ring contains no proper open left ideals, then it also 
contains no nontrivial compact ideals [4, Proposition 1 .I]. Moreover, ,4/k 
is divisible as a 2?-module, since it is a module over the field k containing 2’. 
So, the hypotheses of Lemma 4 are satisfied. Therefore, by Lemma 4, h has 
finite rank over 3. It follows (by choosing a different subring, 3, if necessary 
to guarantee separability) that k is a global field. 
It remains to show that ‘4 is the ring of adeles of k. By the corollary to 
Theorem 6, there exists a ring homomorphism, ,f : A, ---f A which restricts to 
the identity on k. Rut A/k 3 k*; in fact, the k-module, (A/k)*, has the same 
%-rank as k by Lemma 4, and is hence isomorphic to k, and hence 
A/k r; k* as asserted. Then by the same argument used in the end of the 
proof of Theorem 7, we see that f is actually an isomorphism. Thus A is 
isomorphic to the ring of adeles of k. By virtue of (1) and (3) together, Theo- 
rem 8 is proved. 
Remark. Theorems 6 and 7 are new results. The corollary to Theorem 6 
strengthens a theorem of Goldman and Sah [3, Theorem 5.11. Theorem 8 
strengthens a theorem of Iwasawa [5, p. 3391. For characterizations of kj , 
Gb , km, and k,/G in the special case of Z-modules the reader is referred 
to [15]; some of these results generalize easily to C-modules. 
6. APPLICATIONS AND EXAMPLES 
The following theorem will be needed in a subsequent paper [I I]. Its proof 
is an application of Lemmas 3 and 4. 
THEOREM 9. Let M be an O-module with closed submodule, N. Suppose that 
N# and (M/N)@ both have$nite/-rankfor some prime, +., in 9. Then Mfi also has 
finite j-rank. 
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Proof. Suppose that Nj has j-rank r, (M/N)b has b-rank s and that 
m = min{m(i)}i, where R = Z&‘@’ is the infinite part of M. We will show 
that M has /z-rank at most Y + s + m. 
Case I. Suppose that (M/N), = 0. We claim that Mj has j-rank at 
most Y + s. Indeed, let f be the canonical map f : M + M/N. Then 
f(M,,) = 0, since (M/N),, = 0. Sof induces a mapf’ : M/MO + M/N. Let K 
be an arbitrary compact open submodule of MJll4,, . Let Kfi be the+-primary 
part of K/MO. The kernel off’ is a homomorphic image of N, and hence its 
b-primary part has P-rank at most Y. It follows that the intersection of K@ 
with the kernel off’ is generated over @# by r elements. Moreover, f’(Kb) is 
generated over 6!$ by s elements since it is a compact submodule of (M/N). 
Therefore K+ is generated over @) by Y + s elements. Therefore, the 
U/+-dim(Kfi//Kfi) < Y + s. Therefore, by Lemma 3, the /z-primary part, 
Mb, of Ml/M,, has /-rank at most r + s. But Mb is also the #-primary part 
of M. Thus theb-primary part of M has #-rank at most r + s which is what 
we wanted to prove. 
Case II. Suppose that N = N1 -+ R (i.e., N has trivial torsion-free 
discrete part). Then the /&rank of M is at most r + s. This follows from 
Case I and a duality argument. 
Case III. M and N arbitrary. Let A be the inverse image of (M/N), 
under the map, M + M/N. Let B = Nl $ R, where N = Ns + R in the 
notation of Theorem 3. Then MI) A r) N 1 B. The #-primary part of 
M/A, being equal to the +-primary part of M/N, has /-rank s, and similarly 
the b-primary part of B has j-rank r. N/B is a lattice in A/B satisfying the 
hypothesis of Lemma 4. It follows by that lemma that the #-primary part 
of A/B has j-rank at most m. Applying Case I to the pair M/B, A/B, one 
concludes that M/B has/-rank at most m + s. Then applying Case II to the 
pair, M, B, one concludes that the #-primary part of M has +.-rank at most 
r + m + s. The theorem is proved. 
The rest of this section will be devoted to examples. 
EXAMPLE 1. Theorems 2 and 5 show the distinctly different roles played 
by the infinite and finite completions of K in the structure theory of &modules. 
This example will illustrate further this distinction. An infinite completion 
of k is direct summand of any U-module containing it; this is easily verified 
using Theorem 2 and the fact that an infinite completion of K contains no 
proper open nor nontrivial compact @-submodules. We give an example to 
show that for any finite completion, say kj , of K, there is an Co-module, say M, 
such that K+ is contained in M but is not a direct summand of M. 
Let A = nL=, 6Jifi”. Then A is a compact #-primary U-module. Let x 
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be an element of infinite order in L4; for instance x could be the element 
whose Uifi” coordinate is 1 for each h. Let B be the closure of the U-submodule 
of A generated by X. Then B is isomorphic to U/ . We “attach” this U+ to 
the submodule, Uj , of kp and in this way form a module which contains kfi 
but not as a direct summand. More formally, let N be the closure of the 
U-submodule of kp @ A generated by (1, x), and let LIJ mu= (k# @ 4)/N. Then 
the map, f : kfi @ A + (k,, @ A)/N, maps kj isomorphically onto a closed 
submodule of M. 
Butf(k& is not a direct summand of M. Indeed, suppose M = f(k,J 8 M’. 
Then all of the elements of finite order are contained in M’. But f(l) is a 
cluster point of such elements since it equalsf(x). Thusf(1) is in M’ which 
is absurd. 
EXAMPLE 2. We give an example of a module with lattice and an infinite 
number of examples of modules without lattice. Let M be as in Example 1. 
Then M + k, contains a lattice. Take r, = 0, I’X = kb C M. Then 
Ml% z A/B compact. So $1 + k, contains a lattice. 
Now take M = nz==, (O/j”“, #W //“IL). Let r, be any discrete subgroup of M, 
then r, n M+ being both discrete and compact is finite. From this and the 
fact that every element of Mfi has finite height, it follows that P, is finite. 
But M is isomorphic to its own dual. Hence, if M/I’, is compact for some 
closed submodule r, in M then r, has finite index in M. But if r, has finite 
index in M and r, is finite, then r,jP, contains lJzsn (U/#2h, phU/lf2h) for some 
sufficiently large 71. But this module does not have finite j-rank, because for 
instance its set of points of order/z is infinite. Therefore M fails to satisfy 
requirement (ii) of Theorem 5. Therefore M @ (k,)m fails to contain a lattice 
for every natural number m. 
EXAMPLE 3. If Mfi is a #-primary U-module with compact open sub- 
module, K@ for each prime /z, then II,,(Mfi, Kfi) is a topological torsion 
module, and conversely, by Theorem 3(v) every topological torsion module 
can be obtained in this way. The point we wish to make here is that if 
the Mfi’s are given, then different choices for the K#‘s can result in enormously 
different product modules. 
The simplest example of this is that if all Mfs are finite, then Z?,(Mfi, Mfi) 
is compact whereas U+(Mfi, 0) is discrete. 
For a second example, we let Mfi = (U/j) 0 kfi for each prime #. If for 
each prime, +, we choose Kfi to be the U/-submodule of M@ generated by 
(0, 1) in (O//J) 0 kfi , then M3 = IT,(Mfi, Kfi) decomposes into the direct 
sum n,(U// , 0) @ I$(k,, , U#). In particular, we see in this case that M3 @ k, 
contains a lattice by Theorem 5. However, if for each j, we choose Kb to be 
the Ufi-submodule of M generated by (1, l), then M3 = L’&Mfi, IQ) no 
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longer splits into the restricted product of rank-l modules. Moreover, unlike 
the previous case, Ms @ k, will not contain a lattice (although Ma @ Km2 
will contain a lattice). We leave this to the reader to verify. 
7. DUALITY RECONSIDERED 
Let 99 be any commutative ring. In Section 2 we defined the duality func- 
tor, *, on the category of &!-modules. In this section we show that * is repre- 
sentable. For the case in which .% is a Dedekind Domain we give explicitly 
all of the representable invertible functors on the category of .%?-modules. 
They turn out to be in a two (one covariant and one contravariant) to one 
correspondence with the ideal classes of 9Z. 
Let 9 be any commutative ring until explicitly stated otherwise. Assume 
throughout that 3 has the discrete topology. 
DEFINITION. Two contravariant (resp. covariant) functors, # and ‘, on 
the category of W-modules are said to be equivalent if for each @-module, M, 
there is an isomorphism, +M : M’ no MS, such that if M and N are 9Cmodules 
and f : M + N, then f #dN = +Mf’ (resp. f ##M = dhif ‘). 
By a topological module over 9 we mean an object which is a topological 
space and a module over 5%’ with the module operations continuous. It may 
fail to be an 9?-module for lack of local compactness. 
DEFINITION. Let A be any W-module. Define the contravariant (resp. 
covariant) functor, Z( , A), [resp. H(A, )] from the category of %-modules 
to the category of topological modules over W as follows. For each P&module 
M, define X(M, A) [resp. &‘(A, M)] to be the set of all W-homomorphisms 
of M into A (resp. of A into M). With pointwise addition and scalar multi- 
plication and the compact open topology, S(M, A), [resp. X(/l, M)] 
becomes a topological module over 3. If M and N are any 9Cmodules and 
f : M-t N, define Z(f, A) to be the map, f’ : &‘(N, A) -+ X(M, A), 
defined by f ‘(g) = g 0 f for every g in X(N, A) [resp. define #(A, f) to be 
the map f’ : S(M, A) -+ X(N, A) defined by f’(g) = f 0 g for every g in 
Z(M, A)]. This makes #( , A) and %(A, ) into functors from the cate- 
gory of 95modules to the category of topological modules over 9. 
DEFINITION. We say that a functor from the category of 9%modules to 
itself is representable if it is equivalent to X(/l, ) or X( , A) for some 
.9Cmodule, A. [In particular, then, %(A, M) or S(M, A) will have to be 
locally compact for all M.] 
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THEOREM 10. Let B be any commutative ring. Let * be as in Section 2. 
Then, * is representable. In fact, it is equivalent to X( ,9?*). In particular, if 
@ = 0 is a ring of integers of the global field, k, then * is equivalent to 
*( , kmifi). 
Proof. We wish to define an isomorphism, $M : M* 3 Z(M, 9?*). For 
each y in M*, x in J4, and X in 9, put ((4&y)) (x)) (X) = y(hx). This makes 
($M(y)) (x) an element of 9*; hence it makes dM(y)a map of M to W*. Several 
easy computations show that $M is an isomorphism of M* to #(IV, .%!*) and 
that the c#,,,, commute with morphisms in the category of C&modules. This 
proves the first two statements of the theorem. The last follows from Lemma 1. 
DEFINITION. A functor, say @‘, on the category of 9$?-modules is said to 
be invertible if there exists another functor, Q-l, on the category of B-modules 
such that @ 0 @-l and Q-r 0 @ are both equivalent to the identity functor. 
DEFINITION. Let A and M be %modules. If Z(M, A) is an B-module 
(i.e., locally compact), then there is a canonical map, e, of M into its second 
“A-dual,” X(%(M, A), A), defined by (e(x)) (y) =y(x). Let A be an 
%module. We say that X( , A) is a duality functor on the category of 
9?-modules to mean that for every g-module, M, &‘(M, A) is locally compact 
and the canonical map, e, is an isomorphism of 9Cmodules. A duality functor 
is obviously invertible and is its own inverse. 
Pontryagin showed that p( , T) is the only duality functor on the category 
of Z-modules [13, p. 2761. This is a special case of the more general situation 
described by Theorem 11 below. 
Recall that in a Dedekind domain the set of fractional ideals form a group 
under multiplication and that this group modulo the group of principal 
fractional ideals is called the ideal class group. 
THEOREM 11. Let 3 be a Dedekind domain. Then 
(i) %(9, ) 0 Z($, ) is equivalent to X(Yf, ) for any two ideals, 
9 and f, of W. 
(ii) %(9, ) 0 * is equivalent to &‘( , N*) for any ideal 9 of 3. 
(iii) &(A, ) is an invertible functor on the category of W-modules zf and 
only if A is a nonzero ideal of 9. If this is the case then its inverse is X(A-l, ). 
(iv) &Y( , A) is an invertible functor on the category of W-modules if and 
only if A* is a nonzero ideal of 9%‘. If this is the case, then it is a duality functor. 
(v) The set of invertible representable covariant functors on the category 
of 9$?-modules with the operation of composition modulo functor equivalence form a 
group which is isomorphic to the ideal class group of L@. 
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Proof. (i) For abstract %-modules there is the usual equivalence of 
%(=@a, )op(&, )to*(=@O%,) h w ere the tensor product is taken 
over $3. Elementary considerations show that the isomorphisms defining this 
equivalence are bicontinuous. Moreover, 3 @ J = Y& for any two ideals, 
9 and $ in a Dedekind domain. Statement (i) follows. 
(ii) For each &?-module, M, there is an isomorphism, 
S(M, 9”) + X(JJ, ill*), 
defined byf+f*. Elementary considerations show that this map is bicon- 
tinuous and commutes with the appropriate W-morphisms. Thus it defines a 
functorial equivalence of Z( ,9*) to Z(9, ) 0 *. This proves (ii). 
(iii) If 9 is any nonzero ideal of 9?‘, then X(9, ) is invertible; in fact 
2(3-l, ) is its inverse by (i). 
Conversely, suppose that #(A, ) . is an invertible functor on the category 
of %modules with inverse, @. We show that A is an ideal of 9?. Indeed, 
#(A,B) must be nonzero, since &?(A, ) is invertible. Hence, there is a 
nontrivial map, f : A + -9. But, for abstract modules over Dedekind domains 
any such map has a cross section [7, Lemma 21. Hence, A = K 09 where 
9 is an ideal of W and K is the kernel off. The direct sum is topological, since 
K is open and 9 is discrete. Therefore, 
%(A, @(cc%*)) = c%f(K, @(L%*)) @ %‘(,a, @(W*)). 
But #(A, @(9*)) = %* which is indecomposable, and the second term of 
the above decomposition is nonzero, since s(Y, ) is invertible. Hence 
(1) Z(K, @(a*)) = 0 and (2) Z(.Y, @(93*)) = 99’“. 
Applying %(4-l, ) to (2) yields a(%‘*) = (Y-l)*. By plugging this value 
for @(B*) into (1) and applying part (ii) of this theorem, one can show 
that K = 0. Hence, A = 9 is an ideal in 9I! which is what we wanted to 
show. This proves (iii). 
(iv) X( , A) is equivalent to &‘(A*, ) 0 * for any %-module, A, by 
the same argument that was used to prove (ii). From this and (iii), one sees 
that #( , A) is invertible if and only if A* is an ideal in 3’. This proves the 
first statement of (iv). 
To prove the second statement of (iv), let 9 be any nonzero ideal of W 
and let e be the canonical map of M into .X(X(M, 9*), 4*). Identify in the 
obvious way M and .9* with X(9, M) and X(9?, $*) respectively. Then e 
becomes identified with the map, e’ : 3W, M) - W*(M, x*1, *(g’, y*>> 
which sends f to Z(f, 9*). But, by (ii) and (iii) &‘( , Y*) has an inverse 
functor, namely * o *(9-l, ), which induces a map, e”, that is inverse to e’. 
Elementary considerations show that both e’ and e” are continuous. Hence, e’ 
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is an isomorphism. Therefore, e is an isomorphism. Therefore, &( ,3*) 
is a duality functor. This proves (iv). 
(v) is an immediate consequence of (i), (iii), and the obvious fact that 
X(9, ) and .X(2, ) are equivalent as functors if and only if the ideals, 
4 and 8, are in the same ideal class of W. Theorem 10 is proved. 
Remark. The importance of the additional functors given by Theorem 11 
is considerably undermined by the following fact. If B = 0 is a ring of 
integers of a global field and 9 is an ideal of 0, then the restriction of X(9, ) 
to the category of Co-modules of the form, Ms @BY’, (i.e., with trivial torsion- 
free discrete and compact divisible parts) is equivalent to the identity functor 
on that category. We leave the verification of this to the reader. 
8. LOCAL LINEAR COMPACTNESS 
In this paper we have generalized the structure theory of locally compact 
abelian groups to locally compact modules over a ring of integers of a global 
field. One would like to generalize this structure theory to locally compact 
modules over a wider class of rings. However, for a ring even as simple as 
Q[t] (where Q is the field of rational numbers and t is an indeterminant), there 
is no simple generalization of Theorem 2, the fundamental structure theorem. 
However, we can generalize the structure theory if we abandon the require- 
ment of local compactness and in its stead require local linear compactness, 
a notion introduced by Lefshetz [9] and developed somewhat further by 
others (cf. [l, 4, 81). 
Let F’ be any field, regarded as having the discrete topology. Let M be a 
topological vector space over F’. We call M a linearly compact space over F 
if it is isomorphic to the product (with the product topology) of copies of F’. 
We call M locally linearly compact if it has an open linearly compact subspace. 
There is a duality theory for locally linear compact spaces over-F’ completely 
analogous to the Pontryagin duality theory (but more easily proved). 
Analogous to what we did for finite fields, let 2” be the ring of polynomials 
in one variable with constant field F’. Let k’ be a finite separable extension 
of the field of fractions of 8’, and let 0’ be the integral closure of %“’ in k’. 
Call M an O’-module if it is a topological module over 0’ which, as a vector 
space over F’, is locally linearly compact. 
With these definitions all of the theorems of this paper still hold true with 
only the most minor modifications in the proofs. In particular, the analogue 
of Theorem 3 gives a nontrivial decomposition theorem for any continuous 
operator on a locally linearly compact space. Also, the analogues of the 
theorems of Section 5 give characterizations of the adele rings of function 
fields in one variable over arbitrary constant field. 
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